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Shore circuit
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Explore the Adriatic Coast, cliffside hotels
and a restaurant devoted to Tuscan steak.

Highway
of the sea

p
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From Venice to
Portofino, Italian ports
comprise the lion’s share
of Captain’s Choice’s
19-day “The good life
on the Mediterranean”
journey aboard the
500-passenger Europa
2. The trip departs
Australia in June 2019.
captainschoice.com.au

The Electrolux 60cm Multifunction Steam Oven could inspire you to upgrade your current
model. This version has easy programming options for convenient cooking. It also switches
off when your food is done and even cleans itself. $1,865, harveynorman.com.au
ON THE PASS

SRECUDORP EHT

Polignano a Mare,
on the southern
Adriatic Coast.
Right: tiella, baked
in a terracotta pot.

Highway of the sea
Paola Bacchia’s new cookbook, Adriatico, takes
inspiration from the cuisine of Italy’s Adriatic Coast.
For Paola Bacchia, the Adriatic Coast
is more than a simple entry in an atlas.
It’s the groves of ancient olive trees on
the Salento peninsula, the spindly
wooden fishing machines along the
shoreline between Ortona and Vasto,
and the horses on the coast of the
Gargano taught to trample on sunhardened broad beans to release their
edible seeds. The author’s love of the
region was inspired by her father, Nello.
“He grew up on the shores of the Adriatic
Sea, on the Istrian peninsula, which was
part of Italy at the time,” says Bacchia.
“It is the sound of my father’s words and
the taste of my mother’s cooking that
drove me to write Adriatico.”
As Bacchia researched dishes from the
northern part of the Adriatic, she realised
they were connected to the cuisine of the
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south “not by the land but by the highway
of the sea”. The mountainous parts of
the Adriatic coastline are a geographic
lucky break, producing “a happy marriage
of ingredients that are not commonly
associated with each other, such as
mushrooms and clams, silverbeet and
squid, mussels and potatoes”.
Tiella is a regional favourite of hers,
cooked in the terracotta pot it’s named
after. Rice, mussels, potatoes, cherry
tomatoes and pecorino are banked on top
of each other, and baked over a hearth.
“The mussels are layered so that they open
upwards and collect the flavours from the
other ingredients as the dish cooks,” she
says. Back in Melbourne, where Bacchia
lives, Italy informs the cooking classes she
runs at her house – even if the connection
isn’t always immediately obvious.

“Apple strudel doesn’t sound very
Italian, but in the north-east, where
Maria Theresa of Austria once ruled,
it’s very popular,” she says. Bacchia
demonstrates her mother’s recipe, in
which the dough is stretched “so thinly
that you can read through it”. Bacchia
will also lead culinary tours in Trieste
in September and Puglia in April, which
will broadly retrace the path she took to
research Adriatico. The highlight? “Olive
Oil Day” in Salento, a place filled with
“silvery olive trees that are well over
a thousand years old”. The visit will
include a trip to a cave that houses
stone olive presses dating to pre-Roman
times. To encounter these relics, which
are connected to a private masseria
(fortified farmhouse), is “nothing
short of astounding”, Bacchia says.
Adriatico by Paola Bacchia (Smith Street
Books, hbk, $55) is available for pre-order
and will be published on 1 September.
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Ben Devlin
PAPER DAISY, CABARITA BEACH

A trio of fragrances in the new
Les Eaux de Chanel collection
conjures visions of “the train
we would love to board at the
last second”. That’s the Orient
Express in the case of a scent
named Paris-Venise. EDT spray,
125ml, $195. 1300 242 635

Ben, does hospitality run in the
family? My uncle had a restaurant
up the road. Two of his sons are
chefs, and it turns out I have a
grandparent on each side who
worked as chefs, in RSL clubs.
Which ingredients are you currently
excited about? Citrus fruit. Rangpur
limes are tasty – they look like you’re
going to bite into a mandarin, but
then they taste like a lime.
Do you have any kitchen disaster
stories? One of the chefs didn’t
cover his garums properly. You
usually add salt after 24 hours and
he forgot to, so this fish sauce ended
up sitting in this room for 48 hours.
Eventually the smell left that room
and started disturbing guests. That
was certainly frustrating. The room
is still part of the hotel, by the way.
What has inspired the rye-flour pici
with Moreton Bay bug and tomato
that you’re cooking at the Gourmet
Institute this month? It’s a different
version of a noodle dish that we
have with my wife’s family. We
always go to one particular Chinese
restaurant when we see them and
they always order the whole lobster
with loads of noodles and vegetables,
so the dish is a version of that with
bugs in place of lobster. I served it
to my wife’s parents at our wedding.
This dish has a personal connection,
then? I make pasta at home a lot, and
also at work because it’s the second
thing I learnt to do as an apprentice.
I’ll make a version of it at home,
because it was the thing I made on
my second-ever date with my wife
to prove I was a functional adult.
What kind of pasta do you enjoy
making? I like making cylindrical
pasta, about macaroni-size, with the
end of a chopstick. It’s definitely a
recipe for two people at home, rather
than 40 in a restaurant. Paper Daisy,
21 Cypress Cres, Cabarita Beach,
NSW, (02) 6676 1444, halcyonhouse.
com.au. Catch Ben Devlin at Gourmet
Institute’s Gold Coast event on
22 August: harveynorman.com.au/
gourmet-institute
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THREE OF THE BEST

Views with a room

These Amalfi Coast hotels team sharp service with good looks and cliffhanging locations.

The
Producers

FLY-BY MEALS

Take inflight menu planning in hand with
a carry-on pack from Kitchen By Mike at
Sydney Airport’s T1 International terminal.
Mike McEnearney’s menu includes seasonal
salads, roast vegetables, savoury pastries
and gutsy dishes such as beer-can chicken.
sydneyairport.com.au
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Burraduc buffalo
mozzarella
Inspired by ancient craft, bloodlines and YouTube.

WHO Elena Swegen had been
making cheese for more than a
decade before she discovered her
passion for buffalo mozzarella.
“I spent two-and-a-half months
visiting buffalo farmers across
Europe,” she says. She ended up
in Campania, where the tradition
of buffalo breeding and mozzarella
making is “old, rich and wellpreserved”. There, Swegen ate
mozzarella three times a day and
met with local breeders who really
knew their curds – their families
had been making mozzarella for
four centuries. Swegen moved to
Bungwahl in northern New South
Wales and started Burraduc Farm,
where she produces fresh buffalo
mozzarella and ricotta daily.
HOW The milking and mozzarella
production is completed under the
same roof, on the same day. “In
Italy, they say good mozzarella is
so fresh you can feel the buffalo’s
breath when you bite into it,”
Swegen says. To produce the
best herd, she researched

Mediterranean buffalo bloodlines
in Campania and imported the
best frozen semen she could find.
And while Swegen learnt a lot
from artisan makers, she also
picked up skills from watching
YouTube, including ads for
industrial mozzarella-making
equipment and home videos of
an Italian grandpa singing as he
makes cheese in his basement
on an old gas stove.
WHY Swegen’s traditional method
of making mozzarella is also
inspired by a strong sense of animal
welfare. Burraduc allows mothers
and their calves to graze and swim
together and the herd is “protected
by livestock guardian dogs so that
they can enjoy a relaxed lifestyle,”
she says. It’s also important because
one trait that distinguishes buffalo
from dairy cattle is their ability to
withdraw milk if they’re unhappy.
Burraduc buffalo mozzarella, $15 for
200-220gm, is available at Sydney’s
Bondi Markets or online at
featherandbone.com.au LAKSHA PRASAD

PHOTOGRAPHY CHRIS CHEN (MOZZARELLA) JOHN GREIM/GETTY IMAGES (GRAND HOTEL EXCELSIOR VITTORIA)
& ROB SHAW (CAPERS). STYLING AIMEE JONES (CAPERS, MOZZARELLA)

There’s a hefty serve of
Italian inspiration in Hetty
McKinnon’s Family (Plum, pbk,
$39.99). Her recipes include
cacio e pepe broccolini with crisp
white beans, kale panzanella
and polenta croûtons, and
primavera rice salad with
gremolata. There’s even a
“pasta night” section.

Hotel Caesar Augustus, Anacapri
Perched on Mount Solaro, the highest point on
the isle of Capri, this elegant, family-run hotel
has spectacular views of the Bay of Naples and
the Amalfi Coast. Many of the hotel’s 55 rooms
and suites face this vista; all are furnished
with antiques and heirlooms. The unpretentious
little town of Anacapri is a 15-minute walk,
or take a taxi to the island’s more glamorous
hotspot of Capri. Guests can pick their own
produce from the hotel’s garden for
hearty dishes in the restaurant or at four
chef’s tables. travel-associates.com.au

Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria, Sorrento
Guests arriving by sea at the Marina Piccola will
ascend the Sorrentine cliff face in a glass-walled
lift to one of Italy’s finest hotels, an essential stop
on the Grand Tour for generations of European
aristos. The hotel was founded in 1834 by the
Fiorentino family, and fifth-generation owner,
Guido Fiorentino, oversees an operation that
remains a hallmark of Italian hospitality. The
service is legendary, the views sublime (many
of the hotel’s 84 rooms frame panoramas of the
Gulf of Naples and Mount Vesuvius), and the
history star-studded. travel-associates.com.au

Hotel Villa Franca, Positano
This hilltop hotel’s 44 guestrooms are coolly
contemporary – white-tiled floors, vaulted
ceilings – but, really, all eyes are on the
Amalfi-blue view. Perhaps the best vantage for
those untroubled by vertigo is the rooftop pool.
There are complimentary shuttles to the town,
otherwise it’s a 10-minute stroll to beaches and
the town centre, and tours of local food and
wine producers can be arranged. But many
guests find themselves anchored by the view,
and settle in at the hotel’s two bars, small spa
and two restaurants. travel-associates.com.au

Fit for a princess

MAD CAPERS

Gabrio Bini doesn’t just
produce wine on the
Italian island of Pantelleria,
he also makes great
Serragghia capers. $65 for
100gm, anabasis.com.au

A new Italian restaurant floats into
Melbourne in late October aboard the
Golden Princess. Chef Angelo Auriana
(left), born in Bergamo and based at
two prominent Arts District restaurants
in Los Angeles, has written new menus
for the line’s Italian restaurant,
Sabatini’s Italian Trattoria. Auriana
is one of several high-profile
chefs working with Princess Cruises,
including Curtis Stone and two
Michelin-starred chefs with eateries
aboard Majestic Princess, which
arrives in Sydney on its maiden
Australian voyage on
15 September. princess.com

Momofuku Seiobo’s Paul Carmichael will bring Caribbean heat to his
Sydney Gourmet Institute appearance on 8 August. Expect fish soup
and dumplings, baked plantains with spicy mussels and his take on
conkie – a spiced pumpkin and coconut pudding traditionally
steamed in banana leaves. harveynorman.com.au/gourmet-institute
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World
view

Polignano a Mare,
Puglia
CHRISTOPHER WISE, PHOTOGRAPHER

“After an assignment in Puglia,
I was driving back to Bari to
catch a flight home and decided
the town of Polignano a Mare,
facing the southern Adriatic,
seemed a postcard-perfect
place to stop.
“The oldest part of the town
is a jumble of houses, loggias and
balconies teetering over the cliffs,
and I wandered until I hit a terrace
overlooking the small public beach
of Lama Monachile.
“It was spring, when there
are still more pebbles than bathers.
After taking this photograph
I walked down to the beach, which
has Blue-Flag eco-certification, and
jumped into the clear, cool sea.”
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GET MAD, GET EVEN

Steak acclaim
“It’s actually quite hard to eat steak for
lunch and dinner for nine days straight,”
says James Bradey, co-owner of Sydney’s
Grandma’s Bar. His Tuscan fact-finding
mission had its tough moments, but tenacity
has paid off with Bistecca, his new Sydney
venue. Part restaurant, bar and wine shop,
the focus at Bistecca is a single Italian cut
of meat. “Bistecca alla Fiorentina is the
traditional Tuscan T-bone steak,” he says.
“We are using a local Black Angus cow
from the Riverina region of NSW, cut to
suit how hungry the customers are, and
cooking it medium-rare, which is the perfect
temperature to break down the marbling
of the meat.” The menu goes beyond
just-carved meat, though. Bar snacks
include pecorino with truffle honey, and
anchovies on toast, while a meatball panino
and a Florentine tripe sandwich suit the
bar’s 2am closing time. Expect classic Italian
cocktails, more than 30 amari, and a wine
shop that stocks more than 300 Italian
choices to go with your steak. And for
dessert? “Who can go past tiramisù?”
says Bradey. Bistecca, 4 Bridge St
(access via Dalley St), Sydney, NSW,
bistecca.com.au

Inside the René
Caovilla atelier.

MADE IN ITALY

A new range of tailored, behind-the-scenes encounters at
the studios of Italy’s most prestigious brands will appeal to
those who like to know who sewed their Zegna suit, where
their Ducati Monster was made, and how their pair of René
Caovilla heels was fashioned. Italian travel specialist IC
Bellagio has teamed with Altagamma, an umbrella group
of Italian luxury brands, to offer immersive experiences
at the ateliers, factories and workshops of about
20 companies, including fashion labels Versace,
Gucci and Brunello Cucinelli; design studios Alessi and
Bisazza; yacht-maker Benetti; and winemakers Ornellaia
and Allegrini. altagammaitalianexperiences.com
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For Kate Gabrielle, of Etsy
store Sweet & Lovely, this
spaghetti brooch combines
two of her favourite things:
“carbs and classic movies”.
$18, etsy.com

Saved by the bellas
The Melbourne vegan restaurant Smith &
Daughters has shed its Latin roots and gone
Italian (for now), transforming into Smith &
Bellas. There’s mushroom ragù polenta (right)
and vegan tiramisù on the menu, as well as a
dairy-free cacio e pepe with black garlic and
Kampot pepper, which was inspired by chef
Shannon Martinez’s love of the cacio e pepe
at Bar Liberty. The chef appears at the
Melbourne Writers Festival on 26 August,
and shares her vegan carbonara and
mac-and-cheese recipes in her upcoming
Smith & Deli-cious cookbook (out 1 October).
smithanddaughters.com

Veritas glass from
Riedel. Jigger from
Williams-Sonoma.
All other props
stylist’s own.
Stockists p176.

SIGNATURE DRINK

PHOTOGRAPHY OLIVER ASTROLOGO (RENÉ CAOVILLA ATELIER), DOMINIC LONERAGAN (BISTECCA),
RODNEY MACUJA (OLIVE OIL) & ROB SHAW (ROSETTA COCKTAIL). STYLING AIMEE JONES (ROSETTA COCKTAIL)

The southern
Tuscan estate of La
Poderina Toscana
has a winery,
restaurant and
5,000 olive trees.
Its “Oro” extravirgin olive oil
comes from trees
that are nearly a
thousand years old.
The terrain is hard
for machinery to
access, so the wild
olives are picked by
hand and pressed
on site. The result is
a rich, fruity flavour.
$24.95 for 250ml.
essentialingredient.
com.au

Witch Direction
Should We Take
A mystical origin story is a key ingredient
in this herbaceous cocktail by Sydney’s Rosetta.
Strega is the Italian word for “witch”,
so it’s no surprise that the liqueur has
an unusual backstory. The digestivo
hails from Benevento, in Italy’s south,
and legend has it that a witch (there’s
one on the elaborate label) offered
the recipe of 70-odd herbs and
spices to the merchant Giuseppe
Alberti as a reward for coming to her
rescue. His family began bottling the
yellow elixir in 1860, and it became
popular for its mint-driven, fennellaced sweetness. Its herbal flavour
profile is what appeals to Ryan
Gavin, national bar manager for
Rockpool Dining Group. At Rosetta,
his team has made it the star of
Witch Direction Should We Take.
“It’s a herbaceous style of a gin
sour,” says Gavin, “with plenty of
citrus and a rosemary garnish to tie
in all those flavours.”

At Rosetta, the bar staff use
limoncello made from scratch. Gavin
recommends Toschi from the north
of Italy as a shop-bought option.
And for other ways to use Strega?
“It’s great as it is over ice, or topped
with soda or tonic,” he says.
Rosetta, Grosvenor Place,
118 Harrington St, Sydney, NSW,
rosettarestaurant.com.au

Italians are famously protective of their
food culture. Note the outrage when Nigella
Lawson added cream to her carbonara or
when Milan-based chef Carlo Cracco dared
to make a healthy Margherita pizza. (He
was also criticised by Amatrice locals
when he added garlic to Amatriciana.) This
national commitment to culinary integrity
is captured vividly by Italians Mad At Food,
a Twitter account (@italiancomments) run
by Zach Champion, a Michigan musician.
He started the project when he noticed the
outrage provoked when food websites posted
not-so-traditional versions of pizza and pasta
on Facebook. In 2016, he began screengrabbing and reposting commenters’
reactions – and while recently the level of
intensity seems to have “tragically” dropped
a little, Champion still has plenty of fuel
in the tank. “I still have, I think, about
600 screenshots ready to go,” he says.
Champion has recently reposted criticism of
a spinach, milk and tomato pasta (comparing
it to “apples and pencils in a hamburger”)
and a claim that a chicken spinach pasta
is a “crime worst [sic] than murder”.

Out of the box
Sydney’s Icebergs Dining Room & Bar is
rehabilitating cask wine’s reputation with
its Bag in Box range. In collaboration
with Giorgio De Maria Fun Wines, the first
release is a biodynamic Barbera d’Asti from
Carussin, a small producer in Piedmont.
Enjoy a glass at Icebergs, its sister venues
(The Dolphin Hotel, Bondi Beach Public
Bar and Da Orazio) or get a cask from
The Dolphin Bottle Shop for $55. idrb.com

MATTHEW HIRSCH

> In a cocktail shaker, combine 40ml
London dry gin, 15ml Strega and 15ml
limoncello. Add 20ml lemon juice,
5ml sugar syrup (equal parts white
sugar and water) and an eggwhite.
Shake vigorously without ice to
emulsify and form a foam, add ice
and shake again. Strain through a
fine-mesh strainer into a chilled coupe
and garnish with a rosemary sprig.
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RESTAURANT NEWS

SYDNEY Taking a cue from
Hollywood’s release schedule,
Sydney is ruled by reboots, revivals
and spin-offs. Adam Wolfers’
Ételek pop-up returns with a wider
focus at Antipodean’s old site, where
it’s running until 13 October. The
second Queen Chow takes over Papi
Chulo, the menu paying tribute to oldschool Cantonese classics. Matteo
Downtown sets itself apart from its
Double Bay sibling with a mozzarella
and antipasti bar, plus a big focus on
aperitivo. And the next-gen hits The
Wine Library: Matt Taylor (Monopole)
is head chef, and sommelier Tim
Perlstone (Merivale) is in charge of the
cellar of 2,500 bottles, which range
from trophy vintages of Guigal’s “La
La’s” from the Rhône to progressive
small-producer wines from Australia.
MELBOURNE Reboot fever strikes
Melbourne, too, as Kappo shifts into
Master Den’s Poppu Uppu. Simon
Denton’s winter-friendly eatery is
about simmering broths: expect a

CANBERRA Sure, new canteen, Terra,
has granola and chia puddings, but
chef Sung Son is also happy to slip
wonton crisps into a salmon sando
and serve poutine with oxtail gravy. A
tribute to his Hartsyard days, perhaps?

TORONTO Paula Navarrete’s menu
at Momofuku’s Kōjin stays close to
home: the mash is inspired by a
potato “cheesecake” made by her
Colombian grandmother, while
flatbreads (with Niagara ham, pickled
cherries or spinach and Steam Whistle
beer) are baked with flour from K2,
the oldest organic miller in town.

GUTTER CREDIT

From top: Terra;
mushrooms with
anchovies and
almonds at The Wine
GMT1808_397520AA 2018-06-28T09:06:39+10:00
Library; chocolate
torte at Tipico.

Hokkaido-style seafood nabe, shabu
shabu with wagyu rump and a vegan
mushroom hotpot. At Tipico, owners
Marco Scalisi, Andrea Da Como and
chef Domenico De Marco channel
their Italian origins (and their
“mammas and zias”) with zucchini
Parmigiana, spaghetti alla chitarra
and beef ragù tagliatelle. The wine
list keeps things local and Italian.

PHOTOGRAPHY JANA LANGHORST (TIPICO) & ASHLEY ST GEORGE (TERRA)
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